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What is a Large Language Model?

A large language model is a stochastic function, plus a deletion step:

𝜇: 𝑇𝑛 → ∆ 𝑇
(𝑡1, … , 𝑡𝑛) ↦ 𝑡𝑛+1

      

⇝ (𝑡2, … , 𝑡𝑛+1)
      

(a finite-state Markov chain)

• The probabilities (weights) are generated 

by training it on a lot of text.

• The tokens are (case-sensitive) “words”.

Remarks 1-18 on GPT – Cleo Nardo, Lesswrong, 24th March 2023.

What is a Large Language Model?

https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/7qSHKYRnqyrumEfbt/remarks-1-18-on-gpt


Seeing probabilities

OpenAI developer playground, text-davinci-003, 1st June 2023, Temperature: 0.7, Top P: 0.7.
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How likely was that token?

OpenAI developer playground, text-davinci-003, 1st June 2023, Temperature: 0.7, Top P: 0.7.
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Why did it pick the “unlikely” token?

OpenAI developer playground, text-davinci-003, 1st June 2023, Temperature: 0.7, Top P: 0.7.
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Nucleus/”Top P” sampling

OpenAI developer playground, text-davinci-003, 1st June 2023, Temperature: 0.7, Top P: 0.5.
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Models have several parameters

What is a Large Language Model?

https://community.openai.com/t/a-better-explanation-of-top-p/2426/2


Different parameters can produce 

different results

What is a Large Language Model?



What can an LLM do?

Large language models can…

➢ Generate human-like text;

➢ Write and debug computer programs;

➢ Compose music, teleplays, fairy tales, and student essays; 

➢ Answer test questions;

➢ Write poetry and song lyrics;

➢ Emulate a Linux system; 

➢ Simulate an entire chat room; 

➢ Play games like tic-tac-toe; 

➢ Engage in natural conversation;

➢ Translate between languages;

➢ Produce instructions for external tools, plugins or other LLMs;

…and much more.

It can answer queries, and perform

tasks as instructed.

Previously on TALMO



A Large Language Model can be 

customised and enhanced through:

• Prompt engineering.

• Supervised fine-tuning.

• Self-supervised reflection (iteration).

• Reward models.

• Filters.

• User interfaces/prompt generation.

• Plugins. 

• Interactions with other generative AI.

Previously on TALMO



LLMs tomorrow:

➢ Integrated.

➢Multimodal.

➢High usage limits.

➢Available to everyone.

➢Everywhere.

➢Highly specialised.

Do not focus on current generative AI. Think ahead!

Previously on TALMO



Large language models and 

mathematics

A few technical points: an LLM…

➢Can process and write symbols and notation.

➢Can read and write LaTeX code.

➢Can read/write/debug code for Matlab, GAP,…

➢Can query WolframAlpha and interpret the results.

➢Can read and process graphical data.

Previously on TALMO
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This is where we are:

Specifically about mathematics

➢Most advanced models have AI-enhanced voice 

recognition.

➢Models can see and interpret (and reproduce) audio, 

pictures and videos.

➢Models are ubiqituous in websites and apps.

(e.g. Microsoft 365, Grammarly)

➢Models exist in a myriad of customised wrappers that 

significantly change their style and abilities.

➢Statements like «LLMs can’t do ##» should be read as

«I could not find/make an LLM do ##».



My experience
I tested a set of undergraduate mathematics questions in GPT3.5, GPT-4 and 

Google Bard repeatedly since January 2023.

➢ Good: calculus and equations in general. Most basic mathematics.

➢ Inconsistent: linear algebra, trigonometry.

➢ Bad: Algebra, group theory, category theory, abstract/proof based.

➢ It can be very inconsistent.

➢ It spontaneously offers structured answers, and improves further

when this is explicitly encouraged.

➢ It defaults to standard/well-known proof structures, even when it 

should not.

Specifically about mathematics



On malpractice, we are the lucky ones

➢ Tools, or software, able to solve several mathematics

exercises has been around for decades.

Iannone, Simpson (2021), How we assess 
mathematics degrees: the summative 

assessment diet a decade on.  

➢ The gold standard in mathematics

assessment method are still

closed book examinations.

➢ Mathematics learning 

objectives are normally broad 

and test students critical and 

foundational skills.

Specifically about mathematics

https://academic.oup.com/teamat/article/41/1/22/6271028
https://academic.oup.com/teamat/article/41/1/22/6271028
https://academic.oup.com/teamat/article/41/1/22/6271028


What happened with calculators

“Calculators, in order to be used effectively to stimulate mathematical 

understanding, cannot simply be ‘improvised around a conventional 

curriculum’ but must be an integral part of the design of a curriculum.”
 
K. Ruthven (2009), Towards a calculator-aware number curriculum.

➢ Students are now explicitly educated on calculators usage, 

abilities, limits, effectiveness.

➢ Some ILOs and types of exercise disappeared.

➢ Others were adapted.

➢ Others remained identical, and are assessed without access to 

calculators: we create controlled conditions to ensure integrity

➢ Their usage is otherwise assumed, even implicit.

Specifically about mathematics

https://my.chartered.college/research-hub/the-calculator-in-maths-curriculum-research-and-uk-policy/


Work on learning objectives

Specifically about mathematics



Safeguard human knowledge

Specifically about mathematics

Student on /r/learnmath, Reddit, 2023

➢ Efficient, safe use of AI is only possible when the human 

is already skilled on the subject. The model’s factual 

accuracy or knowledge cannot be trusted.

➢ Students need a solid background to be able to critically 

evaluate the output of a model.

➢ Education remains as important as ever.

➢ LLMs get things wrong.

https://www.reddit.com/r/learnmath/comments/12qaazv/how_are_people_using_chatgpt_to_learn_math_better/


An example I like

Specifically about mathematics

➢ “If we train a model on text from a medieval library, then 

it won’t be able to figure out that the Earth is not at the 

center of the Solar system” (me, Spring 2023)

MonadGPT, trained on 17th century text

https://huggingface.co/spaces/Pclanglais/MonadGPT


Russell Group Universities

Policies



Qualities of a good policy

Policies

➢ Precise: avoids vague statements and uncertainty.

➢ Explicit: endorses and encourages responsible AI usage.

➢ Honest: transparent about capabilities and limitations of AI.

➢ Fair: ensures equal scrutiny and safeguards.

➢ Inclusive: ensures equal access and opportunities.

➢ Robust: academic integrity is still safeguarded.

➢ Adaptable: considers the rapid development of AI.

➢ Human-centric: aims to preserve human learning and skills.

This also applies locally, to course policies!



A word on detection...

Policies

➢ Detectors have significant false positive rates.

➢ Detectors are vulnerable to basic attacks.

➢ Detectors are not falsifiable.

Further…

➢ Detectors cannot distinguish malpractice from good usage.

➢ They could find a place in a “full ban” policy, but as soon as 

any usage of AI is permitted, they become detrimental.

➢ There is a strong business incentive to sell (flawed) AI 

detection technology to institutions. 

Avoid AI detection, and speak up against its implementation.

Coming soon: “Contra AI detection in higher education”



University of Stanford
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University of Boston
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University of Glasgow

Policies

GPT-4 can 

do that

Advanced

Data 

Analysis

can do it

Even GPT-3.5 can do this!



My proposal

Assumption: With minimal input and effort the LLM can perfectly, 

instantly and freely simulate a good student’s output.

➢ This is not yet true. But it is easier.

➢ However, successful teaching and assessment policies will be those 

that would still work in a world where this is true.

➢ It takes time, effort and research to develop good policies. 

Choose one radical, big change instead of hundreds of small ones.

➢ The alternative is continuously redesigning policies readapting 

everything to the ever-changing frontier of LLM abilities. New things 

come out every day.

Policies



Be explicit and deliberate

➢ Students need to be explicitly taught to critically evaluate

statements from large language models.

Is it correct? Do you understand why?

Is it incorrect? What is the mistake? What would be the 

correct answer?

➢ Students need to be taught to use LLMs effectively to 

support their learning.

➢ Students need to be taught why it is still important for them 

to learn the skills that LLMs can (or appear to) emulate.

➢ The ultimate goal is to encourage and allow appropriate 

LLM usage, while preserving the authenticity of assessment.

Policies

AI should be a copilot, never a pilot.



Learning to use LLMs is not optional

➢ LLMs augment academic performance by 5-15%.

➢We scale marks.

➢Students will use them with or without guidance. 

Let’s make sure they do it with guidance.

➢Students should be encouraged to use them.

➢Students will need to use them in the workplace.

Policies



A desirable endgame

➢ Students are explicitly educated on large language 

models usage, abilities, limits, effectiveness.

➢ Learning objectives change to involve, or take into 

account, the existence of large language models.

➢ Assessments where large language models should not be 

used take place in a controlled environment.

➢ Robust, authentic assessment is developed and acts as 

an effective motivator to encourage students to learn 

skills, regardless of LLM performance on the same tasks.

Policies



Some interim advice

➢ Educate students on malpractice.

➢ In-person invigilated assessments are a safe haven, but 

not the only option.

➢ Consider tracking drafts, or using online platforms that 

can track input and the progress of the work*.

➢ Do not ban, do not detect (or pretend to), but set clear, 

actionable guidelines on the usage of LLMs.

➢ Maximise the human interaction assessment 

components (in-person written task, presentation, 

experiment,…). Monitor statistical anomalies.

➢ Use, with caution, established contract cheating 

policies when malpractice is suspected.

Policies



How to use ChatGPT & friends

Most available models have been trained to be effective 

conversational chatbots (or tools based on those).

➢ Use natural language.

➢ Just talk to the language model.

➢ Explain what you want to do, and how you want the 

output to look like.

➢ Be critical: AI should be a copilot, never a pilot.

➢ As AI gets better, it will get better at understanding what 

you want. Prompt engineering is a short-term workaround.

Be mindful of privacy, especially when using third party tools.

How to use LLMs



Thank you for your attention

Feel free to contact me:

➢ Twitter: CesareGArdito .

➢Substack: cesaregardito.substack.com

(slides, thoughts, and recording of many talks)

➢Email: cesaregiulio.ardito@manchester.ac.uk

Opinions all mine ☺

I am interested in experiments case studies that 

involve students and integrate AI, or analyse its 

usage, or co-develop resources or assessments, etc.

https://www.twitter.com/CesareGArdito
https://cesaregardito.substack.com/
mailto:cesaregiulio.ardito@manchester.ac.uk
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